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Introduction to American Government
POLS 1101

The University of Georgia

Prof. Anthony Madonna

ajmadonn@uga.edu

Instructor Info

Instructor: Anthony Madonna

Email: ajmadonn@uga.edu

Website: https://www.tonymadonna.com/pols-1101/

Office: 407 Baldwin Hall

Office Hours: MT 8:00-9:00am

Syllabus is on the website.  
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Course Description

This course is intended to provide students with a broad understanding of 
American government.  Throughout the semester we will examine the origins, 
development and functions of the executive, judicial and legislative branches 
of government.  In addition to highlighting how these branches operate 
independently, attention will be given to their interactions with one another.  
The course will also discuss the role federalism, the media, public opinion, 
elections and voting play in the American political system. 

Course Goals…

The primary goal of this course is to provide students with a conceptual 
background they can use to understand and critically analyze what is written in 
the newspaper or said in the news today, tomorrow, and in the more distant 
future.  

Key Course Points…

Policy-making in the United States is slow, 
contentious and frustrating.

The institutions that govern the American law-
making process are complex.

The historical motivations for choosing these 
institutions are muddled.

Ignorance and apathy are rational.

Politicians will “overpromise.” This is also 
rational.

In short, politics is complicated.
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Policy-Making Is Slow

"Each year, from 1945 until 1957, 
Congress considered and failed to pass a 
civil rights bill. Congress finally passed 
limited Civil Rights Acts in 1957 and 1960, 
but they offered only moderate gains. As a 
result of the 1957 Act, the United States 
Commission on Civil Rights was formed to 
investigate, report on, and make 
recommendations to the President 
concerning civil rights issues.” 

Substantive civil rights legislation was 
finally achieved in 1964 and 1965.

Policy-Making Is Slow

Before the passage of the Honest Leadership 
and Open Government Act in 2007, 
significant lobbying legislation died in 1967, 
1976, 1978, 1994.

Studies had long linked smoking to public 
health—even before the U.S. Public Health 
Service became involved in 1956. In 1964, 
the Surgeon General finally reported a 
definite correlation between smoking and 
cancer. It was not until 1984 (after numerous 
failures) that significant warning labels were 
required on cigarette packages.

Institutions are Important

The US is a federal system where 
members of the national legislature are 
elected from diverse geographic districts 

The party system is weak and has 
comparatively little influence on the 
nominating process

The federal government is a separation of 
powers system where senators, house 
members, the executive, the courts 
system and bureaucrats share power.

In short, there are tons of checks in the 
system and the US system is more like 
Veep than House of Cards.
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Institutions Are Important…

“I think we can stipulate once 
again for the umpteenth time 
that matters that have any 
level of controversy about it 
in the Senate will require 60 
votes.” – Sen. Mitch 
McConnell (R-KY)

Institutional Design is Complicated

“The Founders” couldn’t foresee 
everything and were rarely in 
agreement.

“I shall continue to believe that `great 
men’ are a lie and that there is very 
little difference in that superstition 
which leads us to believe in what the 
world calls `great men’ and in that 
which leads us to believe in witches 
and conjurers.” – Benjamin Rush, to 
John Adams

Institutional Design is Complicated

The origins of the Senate filibuster…
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Apathy and Ignorance are Rational

The Washington Post:

Only 36 percent of Americans can actually name the 
three branches of government the Constitution created.

Only 38 percent of Americans knew the Republican Party 
controls the U.S. House of Representatives, while 17 
percent think Democrats are still in charge. The number 
of people who knew Republicans were in charge has 
dropped 17 percent since the last time [the pollster] 
asked, back in 2011, right after Republicans reclaimed 
control.

An identical number, 38 percent, know Democrats run 
the Senate, while 20 percent believe Republicans control 
the upper chamber. Only 27 percent knew it takes a two-
thirds majority of the House and Senate to override a 
presidential veto.

Overpromising is Rational
Vox -- Presidents consistently overpromise and underdeliver. What they 
need to say to get elected far outpaces what they can actually do in 
office. President Obama is a perfect example. His 2008 campaign didn't 
just promise health-care reform, a stimulus bill, and financial regulation. 
It also promised a cap-and-trade bill to limit carbon emissions, 
comprehensive immigration reform, gun control, and much more. His 
presidency, he said, would be change American could believe in. But it's 
clear now that much of the change he promised isn't going to happen —
in large part because he doesn't have the power to make it happen.

You would think voters in general and professional media pundits in particular would, by now, be wise to this 
pattern. But they're not. Each disappointment wounds anew. Each unchecked item on the to-do list is a 
surprise. Belief in the presidency seems to be entirely robust to the inability of any particular president to 
make good on their promises. And so the criticism is always the same: why can't the president be more like 
the Green Lantern?

According to Brendan Nyhan, the Dartmouth political scientist who coined the term, the Green Lantern 
Theory of the Presidency is "the belief that the president can achieve any political or policy objective if only 
he tries hard enough or uses the right tactics." In other words, the American president is functionally all-
powerful, and whenever he can't get something done, it's because he's not trying hard enough, or not trying 
smart enough.

Nyhan further separates it into two variants: "the Reagan version of the Green Lantern Theory and the LBJ 
version of the Green Lantern Theory." The Reagan version, he says, holds that "if you only communicate 
well enough the public will rally to your side." The LBJ version says that "if the president only tried harder to 
win over congress they would vote through his legislative agenda." In both cases, Nyhan argues, "we've been 
sold a false bill of goods.”

Politics is Complicated

In short…Politics is complicated.

“Politics is more complicated than 
physics.” – Albert Einstein

I don’t know if it’s more complicated 
than physics…
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Politics is Complicated

When people fail to recognize the 
complicated nature of politics,  they 
do several things.

They withdraw from it and refuse to 
engage political issues.

They surround themselves with like-
minded individuals, and protect 
themselves and their views for 
new/different perspectives.

Politics is Complicated

Simplifying issues and/or failing to engage drastically increases the 
likelihood politics will fail.

When politics fails, there are often dire consequences.  

Politics is Complicated

We are reaching a critical point where political failure is increasingly likely.
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But it is Accessible

Living in age of cheap information: internet, 
cable television, newspapers.  Information is 
available.

• The goal of this course is to provide 
students with the ability to understand, 
synthesize and conduct scholarly 
arguments.

• Gudger University example…

What do you need to successfully engage 
American politics?

– time, enthusiasm, thick skin

Realistically, What to Take Away

Four things I hope you will take away from 
this class:

• Read and understand political stories 
(Identify bullshit)

• Identify and learn how to use good 
political science sources

• Understand political basics

• Be familiar with techniques used in 
upper-level classes

Readings

Kernell, Samuel, Gary C. Jacobson, Thad 
Kousser and Lynn Vavreck. 2017. The Logic of 
American Politics, 7th Edition. CQ Press.

Newspaper

Political blogs?

CNN, Drudge Report, Five Thirty Eight, 
Political wire, Politics1, The Monkey Cage, 
Vox, the Upshot
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News

Donald Trump told Jon Karl of ABC News that he'd spend whatever money 
necessary if and when he decided to run for president in 2016.

Sen. Mitch McConnell's (R-KY) reelection bid may be the first Senate contest to 
crest the $100 million mark, the Washington Post reports. "Races in recent years 
have come close to breaching the $100 million mark. The Massachusetts Senate 
race between Scott Brown (R) and Elizabeth Warren (D) carried an $82 million 
price tag, making it the most expensive contest in Senate history. (The massive 
spending in that race is all the more remarkable when you consider that neither 
Brown nor Warren had significant personal money to spend on it.) For more than a 
decade before the Massachusetts race, the 2000 New York Senate fight between 
Hillary Clinton (D) and Rick Lazio (R)held the record for spending at $70 million." 

Republicans are increasingly concerned about Georgia's Senate race, where a 
crowded primary threatens to produce a flawed candidate who could put at risk 
a seat in a Republican-leaning state.  Recent polling shows the two candidates 
Republicans are most anxious about — Reps. Phil Gingrey (R-Ga.) and Paul 
Broun (R-Ga.) — leading the pack. Whoever emerges from the clown-car 
primary, with seven candidates and counting, will face a candidate Democrats 
are high on in a state where shifting demographics benefit their party.

National Journal: "Immigration-reform activists aren't supposed to talk publicly about 
a "Plan B." They can't, or won't, answer questions from the media about what they 
will do if no bill passes this year to legalize the undocumented population. But as 
August wears on and there is no clear sense of what the House will do on 
immigration, some are starting to speak out."

Grades

Class Attendance/Participation (10% of final grade):  One of the goals for this class 
is for students to become comfortable discussing political institutions, issues and 
events.  Hence, they will be encouraged to attend and participate in course discussions.  
More than two absences will result in a lowering of a student’s discussion section 
grade.  A students’ participation grade may also include several small quizzes or 
assignments.

Exams

Exams (90% of final grade): Three midterm examinations and a final exam will be 
given throughout the course.  The dates for the midterm examinations are listed on the 
syllabus as May 15, May 22, and May 26.  These exams will consist of multiple choice 
and matching questions.  The midterm examinations will be non-cumulative.  If a 
student is unable to take one of the exams on the scheduled date, they should contact 
the course instructor beforehand.  Missed exams will only be excused for a documented 
illness (documentation must be provided by a physician) or a death in the family. If you 
are excused from an exam, your final exam will be weighted accordingly. 

The final exam is scheduled for Wednesday, May 31, from 9:30 to 12:15 pm.  Like the 
midterms, it will feature a mix of multiple choice and matching questions.  The final 
exam will be cumulative, covering all materials from readings and lectures. The 
students' lowest exam grade will be dropped and the remaining three exams will count 
for 30% each. 
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Exams

DO NOT MISS AN EXAM DATE!

The Test - Matching

1. Tet Offensive_____ a) The 1984 Detroit 
Tigers

2. Alan Trammell____ b) Vietnam War

3. Huey Lewis_____ c) force and balance

4. Newton_____ d) The News

The Test – Multiple Choice

1. The Equal Rights Amendment 
a) was never passed by Congress
b) was passed by Congress but not ratified by enough states to become 
law
c) was passed by Congress and ratified by enough states to become law
d) was written in response to the Supreme Court’s 1924 ruling in Hogan 
v. Savage

2. Which founding father was mentioned in class for attempting to outlaw 
slavery?
a) George Washington
b) Alexander Hamilton
c) Steve Perry
d) Ben Franklin
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The Test – Short Essay

1. Imagine the semester has just ended. It is 9:00 on a Friday night and you and some 
friends are at a party.  Across the room you spot someone attractive.  Your eyes meet.  
You walk over to them and introduce yourself.  Your new friend then asks you to 
explain what an iron triangle is and how it works.  What do you say?

Grades

Final course grades will be assigned as follows: 100-93 = A, 90-92 = A-, 87-89 = B+, 
83-86 = B, 80-82 = B-, 77-79 = C+, 73-76 = C, 70-72 = C-, 60-69 = D, and 60-0.  
Extra credit will not be given in this course.

A grade of a C or higher is necessary in order to be admitted as a Political Science 
major.  The withdrawal date for this semester is May 29.  Please speak with the 
instructor before withdrawing.

Cheating and Plagiarism

Will not be tolerated. Further information regarding academic honesty can be found 
at http://www.uga.edu/honesty/. 

[INSERT ANGRY WIKIPEDIA RANT HERE]
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Classroom/Section Behavior

Students should behave professionally throughout the course.  Disruptive behavior of 
any kind will not be tolerated.  This includes cell phone usage, excessive talking and 
derogatory or offensive comments made during discussion.  Students will be held 
responsible for all material discussed or assigned.

Classroom Behavior

Again – politics is complicated. Please be respectful of opposing viewpoints.

Political Science

International 
Relations

Conflict between
countries

Political Theory
Normative and positive

American 
Politics

Behavior/institutions

Comparative 
Politics

Behavior/institutions 
within countries

Public 
Administration

Organization/managem
ent, budgeting, public 

policy

Political 
Methodology

Statisticians, 
experimentalists
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1. [DISCLAIMER ABOUT ADVICE]
• There isn’t “one” way to do well in 

College.
• Everyone who advises you is in some 

way biased – you might be wired a 
different way.

• That being said….

2. Be prepared to work hard.  
• Everyone here is smart.  Or at least 

smart enough…
• Even if you are not graded on a 

curve, you are competing.

General Tips to Succeed in College

“Nothing in the world can take the place of 
persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more 
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius 
will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. 
Education will not; the world is full of educated 
derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are 
omnipotent.” -- Calvin Coolidge

3. E-mail Etiquette…
• Pick a PROFESSIONAL e-mail.
• Address e-mails to faculty properly…
• Sign your e-mails…

4. If you are not an early morning person, don’t 
pretend…

• You may not know your first year.

5. Introduce yourself to faculty and other students.
• Attend office hours
• Form a study group
• But avoid “oversharing”…
• Learn names!

6. Show up.
• Seems obvious – but you’ll be surprised.
• It is extremely easy to do nothing. 
• On time.

General Tips to Succeed in College

6. Know classroom etiquette
• Participate and be polite!
• Cellphones should be off.
• If you had a rough night, sit in the back.

7. Read the syllabus!
• Reread the syllabus.
• It’s not an itunes agreement.

8.  Do the reading!
• Or at least “skim” the reading.
• Even if you don’t think you have to…

9. Questions? Ask.
• A tough prospect for good student…
• Odds are that someone else is thinking the same 

things.  
• I don’t always have a good handle on what 

students “know”.

General Tips to Succeed in College
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1. Scout your classes…
• Tons of information online.  There’s no 

excuse for being “surprised”.
• Don’t just pick classes that fit your 

schedule.
• Faculty that teach at the best times…

2. Bite only what you can chew.
• Too many classes – or too many difficult 

classes – has terrifying results.
• Dropping/withdrawing is often the safe 

play.  Know the withdrawal deadline.

3. It’s a big campus, plan accordingly…
• Don’t schedule classes back to back if you 

can’t get there.

4. Understand what faculty do…

Become a Student of “College”

1. Know the differences…
• Graduates students, visiting, assistant professors, 

associates, full, etc…

2. Getting a job…
• Applied to 62 jobs, 7 interviews, 3 offers…
• No geographic connection to the area.

3. Research…
• The bulk of my time pre-tenure…
• “A mile deep and an inch wide”
• Conferences – Or “four fun-packed days at a New 

Orleans Budget Lodge.”
• Publishing: It’s horrific.
• Interested?!? Ask!  

4. Teaching…
• 2-2.
• Outside the classroom: meetings, e-mails, etc…

5. Service…
• Committees, committees and more committees

Understand Faculty

1.  Does the book have a website?
• If so – check it out.  
• Practice quizzes, test bank questions, etc…

2.  Listen to the Professor on test day!
• If I give you a “hint” number 8 is “A” – it’s 

actually A.

3. Check and double-check.
• Don’t make silly mistakes.

4. Leave nothing blank.
• Bull#$%^ is an important life skill.
• “C” is a hell of a guess.

5. Questions?
• Please, please ask!
• Worst case scenario I tell you to “go to hell.”
• Before and after the test…

Tests
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1. Study Abroad!
• It’s worth the money.

2. Yes. You have to buy the book.
• Or at least you should. 

3. Minimize debt.
• If you don’t need the credit card, don’t take it.

4. CURO.
• Differentiate yourself if you are thinking about 

a postgraduate degree.

5. Not every class you take has to be 
vocational. 

• And it may end up vocational.

Other General Tips…

6. You get what you give
• The value of your education depends more on your 

work then mine.

7. Challenge yourself.  It’s harder after 
college.

• It’s easy to insulate here.

8. Book “bucket list”.  
9. Be careful with what you post online.

• It will be taken out of context.

10. Slow down.
• It’s ok to take a year.

Re-reading is inefficient. Here are 8 tips for studying smarter.

Vox - The way most students study makes no sense. That's the 
conclusion of Washington University in St. Louis psychologists 
Henry Roediger and Mark McDaniel — who've spent a 
combined 80 years studying learning and memory, and recently 
distilled their findings with novelist Peter Brown in the book 
Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning. The majority 
of students study by re-reading notes and textbooks — but the 
psychologists' research, both in lab experiments and of actual 
students in classes, shows this is a terrible way to learn material. 
Using active learning strategies — like flashcards, diagramming, 
and quizzing yourself — is much more effective, as is spacing 
out studying over time and mixing different topics together. 

McDaniel spoke with me about the eight key tips he'd share with students and teachers from his body of 
research. 

1) Don't just re-read your notes and readings 
2) Ask yourself lots of questions 
3) Connect new information to something you already know 
4) Draw out the information in a visual form 
5) Use flashcards 
6) Don't cram — space out your studying 
7) Teachers should space out and mix up their lessons too 
8) There's no such thing as a "math person"

Conclusion

Questions? Concerns? Angry Rants? 

Have a great day!


